Hand-crafted in the USA since 1969.

Want to know more?

Flex-A-Bed Product Guide

Flex-A-Bed Premier
The Flex-A-Bed Premier sets the standard for comfort and convenience in an

Rest Assured, Your Bed for Life Is

Made in LaFayette, Georgia
Flex-A-Bed is the answer to the perfect night’s sleep.
Each and every Flex-A-Bed frame and mattress is hand-built
to your specifications by expert Georgia craftsmen, using
the same principles of care and consideration we’ve built our
reputation on since 1969.

adjustable bed. Every amenity Flex-A-Bed offers can be added to the Premier model.
This fully customizable bed can be designed and built in hundreds of configurations
to fulfill your specific needs.
As the day winds down, relax in your new Flex-A-Bed Premier
with a good book or your favorite movie. Either way, put up
your feet and enjoy the contentment that comes from a day
well spent.
A luxurious sleep is only moments away with Flex-A-Bed’s
dual timed massage featuring soothing, whisper quiet wave
and pulse technology at your back and legs.
With the Flex-A-Bed Premier, a good night’s sleep lasts
all day long.

The facts show that our nation is addicted to imports. In 1960, foreign
goods made up just eight percent of Americans' purchases. Today,
nearly 60 percent of everything we buy is made overseas. But there are
thousands of affordable, high quality products — like Flex-A-Bed —
that are manufactured right here in the United States.

Every Premier comes with
−− a lifetime, limited warranty.
−− your choice of one-touch wireless or wired remote.
−− whisper-quiet Linak® motors with optional, dual
timed massage.
−− an 8 inch foundation profile, high-density, heavy duty
padded base made with Advantech® material that
will not warp, break or squeak. If you plan to add
side rails, the Premier must be ordered with a 4 inch
foundation profile.
−− a mattress retainer cover for the foot of the bed.
−− locking casters to prevent unwanted bed movement.
−− the ability to attach to existing headboards.

Your choice of
one-touch wireless
or wired remote.

See the difference. Then sleep on it.

−− a Premier mattress featuring a beautiful knit fabric quilt
panel with a tack and jump pattern and a suede border
with designer taped edges. It is thicker and more
luxurious than ever before. Choose from soft, medium
or firm construction.
Mattresses are also available in low profile, memory
foam*, gel memory foam*, latex* or combination
innerspring/memory foam*.
*Additional charges apply.

The Flex-A-Bed Premier is available in twin, full, queen,
dual queen, king, dual king, and California king in 74, 80
and 84 inch lengths.
The height of the Flex-A-Bed Premier comes standard
at 23 inches and can be lowered to 21 inches by removing
the casters. The height of each bed can also be raised
in 1 inch increments from 2 to 7 inches with optional
leg extensions.
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How the Hi-Low Model Works

Flex-A-Bed Hi-Low Model

1 Ease onto bed with both feet on the floor.

The ideal bed for those in home healthcare, or assisted living environments,
the Hi-Low can be raised and lowered vertically with a touch of a button —

The height of the Hi-Low model comes standard
at 26 inches. For customers requiring a lower
height, the casters can be removed to make the
bed 24 inches high. Our optional low profile
mattress further reduces the minimum height to
21 inches with or 19 inches without casters.

making the Hi-Low model ideal for customers who require additional
assistance when entering or exiting the bed.
Close your eyes and envision what it’s like to spend the entire
day feeling refreshed, energized and relaxed.

Every Hi-Low model comes with

If you need relief from the symptoms of injury, chronic pain
or illness, there’s nothing more refreshing than an adjustable
bed. You can raise or lower your head and feet to find your
favorite position with our whisper quiet dual motor technology
by Linak®.

−− your choice of one-touch wireless or wired remote.

Relaxation has never been so effortless.

Your choice of
one-touch wireless
or wired remote.

−− a five-year limited warranty.

−− whisper-quiet Linak® motors with optional, dual
timed massage.

2 Raise the bed vertically with a touch

−− a 4 inch foundation profile, high-density, heavy duty
padded base made with Advantech® material that will
not warp, break or squeak.

of a button.

−− a Premier mattress featuring a beautiful knit fabric
quilt
panel with a tack and jump pattern and a suede
border with designer taped edges. It is thicker and
more luxurious than ever before. Choose from soft,
medium or firm construction.

A standard hi-low model can be raised with the
hand control to a height of 33 inches. When the
casters are removed, the bed can be adjusted
to 31 inches.

Mattresses are also available in low profile, memory
foam*, gel memory foam*, latex* or combination
innerspring/memory foam*.
*Additional charges apply.

−− a mattress retainer cover for the foot of the bed.
−− locking casters.

3 Find your favorite position.

−− optional side rails and protective covers.
−− the ability to be paired with a Flex-A-Bed Premier
or Value-Flex — perfect for a spouse.

Raise or lower your head and feet with our
whisper quiet dual motor technology and
activate the optional dual timed massage
featuring wave and pulse technology at your
back and legs. Relax and enjoy.

The Hi-Low model is available in twin, full, queen, and
dual king in 74, 80 and 84 inch lengths.
A Flex-A-Bed adjustable bed should not be considered
an alternative to a hospital bed. A physician should be
consulted when health issues are involved as to the
appropriateness of an adjustable bed.
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Flex-A-Bed Model Comparison

Flex-A-Bed Value-Flex

Flex-A-Bed sets the standard for comfort, convenience and custom features

The Value-Flex is our most affordable adjustable bed.

warranty so Flex-A-Bed owners will enjoy years of comfort and better sleep.

in an adjustable bed. Every bed we make is backed by an industry-leading

This entry-level adjustable bed is perfect for those

Regardless of the model, every Flex-A-Bed is hand built in the USA by expert
craftsmen to your size and height specifications using the same principles of care
and consideration that we have built our reputation on since 1969.

living on a fixed income.

Forget the caffeine. Instead, wake up naturally from a deep,
restful sleep. No sore muscles. No lingering sleepiness. Just
the pleasure of being alert and ready to take on the day.
With the energy that comes from a great night’s sleep, the
day is yours. Play a round of golf or ride around on your
bike — maybe even take a leisurely stroll around the block.
Do whatever you like.

Every Value-Flex comes with
−− a five-year limited warranty.
−− one-touch wired remote.
−− whisper quiet

Linak®

motor technology.

−− a 4 inch foundation profile, high-density, heavy duty
padded base made with Advantech® material that will
not warp, break or squeak.

Feature

Premier

Hi-Low

Value-Flex

Warranty

Lifetime Limited

5 Year Limited

5 Year Limited

Adjust head and feet

Yes

Yes

Yes

Adjust bed height

—

Yes

—

Because every Flex-A-Bed is hand-crafted using the highestquality materials available, it supports the mattress — and
you — perfectly. If you’ve been dreaming about discovering
this kind of comfort in a bed, consider the Value-Flex
adjustable bed.

−− an innerspring mattress in your choice of soft, medium
or firm construction.

Whisper quiet motor technology

Yes

Yes

Yes

−− locking casters.

Choice of wired or wireless remote

Yes

Yes

—

Dual Timed Massage

Optional

Optional

—

Bed Sizes

You’ll be amazed at how energized you feel all day long.

queen, and dual king in 74, 80 and 84 inch lengths.

Twin, Full, Queen,
Dual Queen, King,
Dual King, California King

Twin, Full,
Queen, Dual King

Twin, Full, Queen,
Dual Queen, Dual King

Mattress Construction

Deluxe Innerspring*
Memory Foam
Gel Memory Foam
Latex
Innerspring/Memory Foam
Low Profile

Deluxe Innerspring*
Memory Foam
Gel Memory Foam
Latex
Innerspring/Memory Foam
Low Profile

Traditional Innerspring*

Fits Existing Headboard

Yes

—

Yes

Mattress Retainer Cover

Yes

Yes

—

Custom Bed Heights

Yes

Yes

Yes

Locking Casters

Yes

Yes

Yes

Made in the USA

Yes

Yes

Yes

−− the ability to attach to existing headboards.
The Value-Flex comes standard in twin, full, queen, dual

The height of the Flex-A-Bed Value-Flex comes standard
at 23 inches and can be lowered to 21 inches by removing
the casters. The height of the bed can also be raised
One-touch
wired remote.

in 1 inch increments from 2 to 7 inches with optional
leg extensions.

* Available in soft, medium, and firm
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Mattress Options
Our Premier mattress features a beautiful knit fabric quilt panel with a suede border
and designer taped edges. The plush, multi-layered, quilted cushion-tops are made

Innerspring/Memory
Foam Combo*

while the bottom layers are protected by a non-skid material that prevents the

We combine the traditional
support of innerspring with
the luxury of memory foam.

mattress from sliding across the adjustable foundation and provides a flame-resistant

Every innerspring/memory foam

with hi-density, super-soft polyurethane foam and flame-resistant polyester fiber,

barrier. Our gel-foam mattresses feature smooth-top zipper covers to keep you as
close to the cooling gel as possible. Our mattresses are thicker and more luxurious

combo mattress features
−− a visco memory foam comfort
layer.
−− an innerspring unit that is
innerbonded to insure durability,
superb tailoring, maximum
support and comfort.

than ever before.
Select from 14 different mattress sizes, as well as six construction options:

Innerspring

Latex*
Our natural latex provides
the soft feel and dynamic
support of a luxurious,
custom-molded mattress.
Every latex mattress features
−− a natural rubber latex comfort
layer.
−− a polyurethane foam core.
The latex is laminated to the
polyurethane foam to create a
solid core.

Gel Memory Foam*
Memory Foam*

Low Profile*

“Melt” into a memory foam
mattress that cradles every
curve and pressure point
on your body.

Our low profile mattress
reduces overall bed height
by 6 inches.

Every memory foam mattress

−− a high density polyurethane
foam core.

features

Every low profile mattress features

−− a visco memory foam comfort
layer.
−− a polyurethane foam core.

Our traditional innerspring mattresses
are available in soft, medium and firm.
Every Innerspring mattress features
−− a high-density comfort-layer constructed of a
polyurethane foam pad.
−− an innerspring unit that is innerbonded to insure
durability, superb tailoring, maximum support and
comfort.

Our gel-infused memory foam creates
a cooler sleeping surface for a refreshing,
rejuvenating sleep.

The visco is laminated to the
polyurethane foam to create a
solid core.

Every gel memory foam mattress features
−− 100% gel-infused foam to wick heat away from your
body and eliminate surface hot spots.
−− a consistently cooler sleep surface temperature.
* Only available with Premier and Hi-Low models.
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Custom Accessories
Some customers prefer their Flex-A-Bed a little higher off the floor. Others ask for
an easier way to change the sheets. Whatever your needs or requests, Flex-A-Bed
can most likely accommodate them. That’s because we make every bed by hand
in our LaFayette, Georgia factory. So not only do you get excellent craftsmanship,

Every bed we make is backed by an

Industry-Leading Warranty

you have a partner who can add just the right accessory or specification to satisfy

Because Flex-A-Bed builds every bed by hand, we stand

Flex-A-Beds come with

your request.

behind our product with a great warranty. This warranty

−− a lifetime, limited warranty
on Premier beds.

covers the entire bed — each and every component and

−− a five year, limited warranty
on Hi-Low and Value-Flex
beds.

Side Rails

Leg Extensions
To set a custom bed height that

design feature (even the mattress!), without exception.

Visit our website to download

matches the height of your existing
bedroom furniture, leg extensions
can be added to adjust the top of
the mattress from the floor. The

Best of all, our warranty is even transferable. It’s not limited to the
person who purchases the bed. So if you sell or give the bed to
someone else, it remains under warranty.

Side rails are not designed to support you while
getting in and out of bed, but to provide added security
while you sleep. They fold away when not in use.

Leg extensions can not be used on the Hi-Low model.

Swingaway Brackets

call us at 800-648-1256
to request a copy of either
warranty card.

height of the bed can be raised in
1 inch increments from 2 to 7 inches.

warranty information or

In the unlikely event you ever have a problem with your Flex-A-Bed,
simply call our factory service center at 800-648-1256 and we’ll
take it from there.

Swingaway brackets create a

Each bed can accommodate up to four side rails. The

hinge between our headboard

Premier must be ordered with a 4 inch foundation profile

bracket and your headboard for

to be used with side rails.

easier cleaning and changing
of sheets on a dual queen or

Side Rail Covers
These cushion the rails and
feature a large pocket for
conveniently storing your
bed controller, eyeglasses,
magazines, and more.

dual king bed.
Brackets cannot be used with the Hi-Low model.

Custom Fitted Sheets
Luxurious, white, poly/cotton fitted
sheets designed exclusively to fit
our mattresses. These sheets also
fit most other manufacturers’ beds

Lower Bed Heights

as well.

When needed, you can lower the height of any
Flex-A-Bed model 2 inches by removing the casters.
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